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This sophisticated LaTeX editor is specifically designed for technical and scientific documents. With LaTeXMng, you can create hyperlinks, insert equations, and make tables look attractive. The LaTeX editor supports all standard LaTeX commands, including basic formatting commands such as fonts and page layout commands. You can also
embed other applications in your documents and print them. LaTexMng is a free program to create and edit LaTeX documents. License: * Permission to use the software for any purpose on your computer systems and redistribute the software in modified or unmodified form and/or compile the software to produce derivative works, is

disclaimed. PDFedit Professional is the professional PDF editor for Windows, it is the most high-speed and convenient PDF editing software. It provides you with many features such as Merge PDF, Split PDF, Join PDF, Merging PDF Pages, PDF Strip, Import and Export to PDF, Edit, Modify PDF Pages, Insert Table, Indent and Unindent PDF Pages,
Merge, Divide, Sort and Split PDF. It's very easy to use. Just only provide a clicking and you can get your work done. PDFedit Features: - Supports all kind of PDF File - High-speed - Export to PDF/Open PDF in any PDF reader - Import to PDF/Read PDF/Insert Table - Merge PDF/Split PDF/Join PDF - Merge PDF Pages/Split PDF Pages/Join PDF Pages -

Read PDF - Insert Table - Edit PDF Page - Move PDF Page - Delete PDF Page - Merge, Split, Join, and Remove page - Merge PDF Pages in the same order and format as that of the input file. - Merge or split the pdf files with different page size in the same PDF file. - Merge, split, join or remove pdf pages in a single step. - Merge pdf pages with
different sizes, fonts and formating. - Merge pdf pages in any order as that of the input files. - Split pdf pages to do batch pdf editing. - Join pdf pages together to create new pdf files. - Add Number at the top or at the bottom of each page of the PDF file. - Insert Table to show the contents of the table. - Edit pdf pages quickly and accurately. -

Delete pdf pages fast and easy. - Search for any word in the PDF file and find it instantly. - Add text annotation and bookmarks on the pdf file. - Preview pdf file before editing. - View and browse PDF file easily. -
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Professional LaTexMng is the most complete and efficient solution for the creation of technical and scientific documents. On the one hand, it provides features that make it ideal for the creation of texts and manuscripts. On the other hand, this product is suitable for the professional text processing. The author of LaTexMng is the American
company which actually goes after technical texts, books, scientific documents and office manuals. The software is available in several languages including English, German, French, Spanish, Finnish, Dutch, Russian and Polish. LaTexMng offers several ways to create documents. The user can choose from among various pages, palettes,
bookmarks and other editing tools. The documents can be printed, exported to pdf or image, and edited. You can easily organize the work with your own pre-defined pages and palettes. You can review the documents, pages and palettes at any time and save them all to the archive. The application can copy and modify the current document
and print the copy. Its simple interface, user-friendly functions and great speed make LaTexMng ideal for beginners. Getting started with LaTexMng is also easy. The user can start with trial version, which includes four palettes and eight pages. You can even select only some of the functions. On the other hand, LaTexMng combines in a single
product all the useful tools, making the work of the user much easier. After using the trial version for a while, you can buy a license for the program. You can purchase the program in three main editions: The basic edition allows you to create documents for the formatting of standard texts with the standard formatting of LaTeX. The advanced
edition offers the largest selection of functions for creating technical and scientific documents. The ultimate edition adds several unique tools for the creation of technical and scientific documents. LaTexMng has been developed, tested and certified in the best laboratories for the type of documents. The program can connect to the internet
and can download several templates, which you can use to get started. It is also worth noting that the program can print all the documents created in LaTexMng. LaTexMng includes many tools to create documents from basic to advanced. For example, it lets you choose the document class (the format of the document). Other options include
the size of the pages, the text font, the paper size and the paper source. LaTexM
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